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Abstract—Application mobility is achieved when migrating
an application with its code, states and all related information
from one device to another during its execution. As traditional
applications are being challenged by apps, we believe it is time
to rethink the notion of application mobility and explore the
concept from a web perspective. More specifically, this paper aims
to address the challenges associated with application mobility
through mapping these against features within modern web tech-
nologies, analyzing their ability to meet the specific requirements
of application mobility. An architectural proposal is described
where we deploy application mobility using web technologies.
We show that the emerging HTML5 standard along with related
API:s and frameworks can provide an environment for delivering
application mobility that strongly meets the requirements of
support for offline work and heterogeneous environments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today it is hard to imagine IT usage without mobility. The
number of active mobile-broadband subscriptions worldwide
now exceeds 1.2 billion, with 45% of the population covered
by 3G or better [1]. Smartphones and other mobile devices
constitute platforms for mobile services [2] while improving
user mobility. They also extend the mobile infrastructure,
taking the role as access points providing WiFi, 3G and/or
4G hotspots. This emerging mobile landscape of new small
and powerful devices combined with far-reaching wireless
networks and ever-growing bandwidths has both enhanced and
brought on new challenges to all kinds of mobility aspects,
e.g. service mobility (making services available regardless of
devices or networks used), session mobility [3] (seamlessly
keeping media streams active although switching user location,
network and/or device) and of course terminal mobility.

The ever increasing amount of modern handsets such as
smartphones and tablets run third-party mobile apps. Many
of these apps are native, often due to performance reasons.
However, the emergence of HTML5 [4] and related mobile
frameworks has created a belief that web technology even-
tually will become indistinguishable from native counterparts
[5].

Mobility can be achieved in many ways. One specific type
of service mobility is when migrating a whole application with
code, states and all related information from one device to
another during its execution. This is called application mobility
[6]. Usually the act of moving applications in this way is
carried out in three steps: the suspension phase, when the
application is paused and its states stored; the migration phase,
moving the actual application from the original host to a new

one; and the resumption phase, restarting the application on
the new host, letting the user carry on using the application
where he left off [7].

There are many examples of projects addressing application
mobility. Most solutions rely on centralized distribution of
applications (MDAgent [7]; Sparkle [8]; Gaia [9]; MSP [10])
and/or code loading (Roam [11]; SAMProc [12]), when a
central server is used to store different versions of the ap-
plication. Other projects display decentralized solutions, using
multicasting as means of communication and signaling (e.g.
Hydra [13], A2M [14]), or peer-to-peer technology in combi-
nation with Mobile IP [15]. These projects are all examples of
native application mobility, native as in based on machine code
and manifested in compiled software applications. As shown
in Section II of this paper, most of these systems are also
specialized rather than standardized, small-scale (sometimes
restricted to a local network) and does not strongly support
heterogeneity in devices or platforms.

As traditional applications are being challenged by apps,
we believe it is time to rethink the notion of application
mobility and explore the concept from a web perspective.
More specifically, this paper aims to address the challenges
associated with application mobility through mapping these
against features within modern web technologies, analyzing
their ability to meet the specific requirements of application
mobility. An architectural proposal is described where we
deploy application mobility using web technologies.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section
II will summarize related work on application mobility and
present the challenges associated with this field. Section III
describes the features of the HTML5 standard and some
related frameworks that we then (in Section IV) map against
the challenges of application mobility. In this section we
also present our architectural proposal, deploying a platform
for application mobility by using web technologies. Section
V contains a discussion concerning future work and also
concludes the paper, summarizing our work.

II. RELATED WORK

A. What is an application?

Traditionally, applications have been defined as software
running on a computer helping the user perform specific tasks,
contrary to e.g. system software. With the emergence of mobile
apps, the definition has been extended to include software
running on smartphones and tablets. These applications, or
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apps, can be either native or web-based. Web apps are coded
in languages interpretable by a common web browser. Com-
monly, these applications have been designed following a
three-tier architecture consisting of presentation (user inter-
face), logic (server) and data (data management), all relying
on programming models and languages of very different types.
It is argued [16] that this complexity already has been reduced
significantly by the emerging web programming standards.

Charland and Leroux [5] discuss native mobile applications
versus web apps. It should be noted that the term mobile
application in their definition means application running on
a mobile device. They state that building different versions
of applications for all the different platforms is both difficult
and expensive. Looking at the different platforms, they all
have different SDKs (software development kits), making the
possible deployment context very heterogeneous in terms of
supported devices, tools, build systems and APIs. The only
common denominator these platforms have is the browser.
As such, the browser becomes a natural choice if one wants
to deploy applications over a wide range of devices and
platforms. Another result of their research is that the perfor-
mance of native applications compared to web based ones is
negligible or even unnoticeable unless the application has a
heavy reliance on 3D games or image processing.

The fast growing importance of JavaScript is underlined by
Kienle [17], Charland and Leroux [5] and others, and clearly
manifested in the fact that currently all major HTML5 APIs are
based on that language. It is interpreted in contrast to compiled
languages like Java and Objective C and brings client side
functionality. The code is run by the browser, making it truly
platform independent.

B. Projects Targeting Application Mobility

Most existing projects target native application mobility. In
the Roam system [11], applications can run on heterogeneous
devices connected to the system and migrate at runtime
between them. The applications must be designed following a
very specific component-based programming model, creating
so called roamlets. Roamlet class byte code can then be down-
loaded from a central server and adapted to fit the new device.
The SAMProc [12] project works with self-adaptive mobile
processes in a similar way, however using a decentralized
system infrastructure based on peer-to-peer. Both projects are
examples of systems for application migration based on code
loading.

In a system called Sparkle [8], states are captured and
migrated between devices using what the authors call a uni-
versal browser, specifically developed for the Sparkle system.
This allows for Java applications to be restored on a new
host, using the Java reflection technique. Other centralized
systems are Gaia [9], MDAgent [7] and MSP [10], which
all make use of a migration server as a means of managing
the redistribution of applications within the system. Hydra
[13] and A2M [14] both make use of decentralized migration
platforms, removing the migration server from the architecture.
Both systems are however very limited in scope, bound to a

Local Area Network. An extension of the latter system [15]
proposes a solution to the scope limitation adding Mobile IP,
allowing mobile nodes in different networks. The system is
however still limited in terms of heterogeneity, using Java
applications and a Windows platform and a small range of
devices.

One of the earliest examples of projects targeting web
application mobility is an unnamed system by Bandelloni,
Mori and Paternò [18]. The system allows the user to interact
with an application while switching devices. Different versions
of an interface are created by a migration server, allowing the
application to be accessed through mobile and heterogeneous
devices. The main functionality of the application is still
maintained by the central server, making the very mobility
of the application limited, as only the interface is migrated
and adapted. Bellucci et al [19] extend this research, focusing
on how to preserve states in JavaScript code that is part
of migrated web applications. A migration control panel is
deployed on every potential host device. When acting as an
application host, the control panel periodically announces itself
to a migration server, where it can get information about
available target devices. It can then connect to a migration
server that calls up and adapts the user interfaces for the new
device.

Summarizing earlier projects, we can see that although
presenting good solutions for achieving different versions of
application mobility, all projects also have limitations. All
native projects are non-standardized, i.e. specialized in the
sense that they require certain software and/or programming
models to support application mobility. Some systems can only
be deployed locally, that is in an environment where the system
owner can control all routers and/or a Local Area Network.
Last, full heterogeneity, e.g. being able to run the applications
effectively in an environment consisting of devices of different
brands, running different operative systems, is not achieved in
most of the reviewed systems.

C. Requirements for Application Mobility

A set of requirements for systems providing application
mobility is presented by Johansson, Åhlund and Åhlund [15].
These are clustered into five main topics.

1) Application Distribution and Identification: The method
of distributing the application (and/or its related data) must
be integrated with the system. It should contain means to
identify the application and regulate who the owner is and
who can use the application and under what circumstances. If
net connection goes down, the user must be able to continue
using the application.

2) Context-awareness and Context Quality: As application
mobility works cross-device/cross-environments awareness of
the use situation – the relevant context – is of high importance.
Availability of new hosts, their capabilities and constraints, lo-
cation and other pieces of context must be used by the system
to make good decisions regarding e.g. where to migrate an
application and when. As context data is often heterogeneous
in terms of units and scale and also the rate in which it is
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collected, achieving context quality is also very important.
Context data should be interpretable, comparable and up to
date. How this data should be stored and distributed is also
something a designer of a system for application mobility must
take into account.

3) Seamlessness: When moving an application from one
device to another, the migration phase must be quick. Prefer-
ably, the user should experience the migration as seamless with
regards to user expectations and the context.

4) Heterogeneity: The number of different possible mobile
devices and platforms is vast, and the task of deploying
application mobility in this heterogeneous environment is a
difficult thing. Nevertheless is the heterogeneity challenge of
utmost importance when designing for application mobility.
In fact, application mobility is in a way motivated by the
existence heterogeneity – if all platforms and devices where
equal in their capabilities and mobility support, there would
hardly be any reason for moving the application in the first
place, as one single device would be enough to address all
user needs in the best way.

5) Usability: Usability is no specific requirement for appli-
cation mobility, rather a general requirement for all application
development. An application, mobile or not, must be easy to
use, intuitive and robust.

III. HTML5 AND RELATED FRAMEWORKS

In 2007, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) started
to cooperate with the Web Hypertext Application Technology
Working Group (WHATWG) on the fifth major revision of the
Hypertext Markup Language, HTML5 [4] [20]. The work is
still in progress, but all major browser developers constantly
provide their latest versions with new support for various parts
of the standard [5].

One important motivation for the revision was the domi-
nance of vendor specific technologies such as Adobes Flash,
Apples QuickTime and Microsofts Silverlight, threatening the
webs status as open, widely usable and platform-independent.
HTML5 should provide users with a standard that contains en-
hanced functionality in terms of audio and video presentation,
support for 2D and 3D graphics, local storage and new content-
specific elements. These functionalities should be provided
without forcing the users and developers to bind themselves
to specific technologies and vendors. [21]

When we talk about modern web technology in this article
we include more than just HTML5. We also consider the third
revision of Cascading Stylesheets (CSS3), and various HTML5
related frameworks and API:s as important parts of the puzzle.

A. HTML5

A specification of the HTML5 language is provided in
the W3C working draft [4] along with a delineation of its
functionalities.

Among the most fundamental new features of HTML5 we
find different kinds of embedded content. The canvas element
provides a container for drawing graphs and graphics using

scripts, rendering these graphics locally. Server communica-
tion is thus limited to a minimum. Other important embedded
content are the audio and video tags. The audio element is
used for playing sound and audio streams, while the video
element represents media data in the form of movies, video
or captioned audio. No specific plug-ins or video players are
used, and the idea is to provide non-proprietary multimedia
support.

The support for working offline is prominent within
HTML5. The browser can keep copies of files that are essential
for an application to continue to work even while a network
connection is unavailable. Data and code is specified within
an application cache that can also contain fallbacks, in case
the application needs to adapt its presentation or functionality
due to the change in context.

Last, some improvements have been made regarding se-
mantics. HTML5 code can be written in either HTML or the
stricter XML and also provided with machine-readable mark-
up in the form of RDFa (Resource Description Framework) as
an extension to the HTML5 syntax. This allows transformation
of elements visible to humans into data that can be understood
by machines, without having to distribute such semantics in
separate files.

B. API:s and Frameworks

Sometimes an application can benefit from having some
scripts running in the background. Web Workers [20] is
presented as a means of running heavy-weight, often long-time
tasks without interacting with the user. The idea is to allow for
and application to carry out background work without having
to interrupt or slow down the user.

Another improvement when it comes to online communica-
tion is the Web socket API [20], which allows for full duplex
data exchange between server and client. The communication
channel is opened over a single socket native to the browser,
not relying on plug-ins. This enables bidirectional communi-
cation, qualitatively advantageous over older techniques like
polling, which are repetitive requests sent at regular intervals,
and long-polling, i.e. requests that are kept open for a set
period, aviating a notification that may never come.

The geographical position of a user (in reality a device,
although the two are often at the same physical location during
usage) can be derived through the W3C Geolocation API [22].
The API itself works as a high level interface, so the actual
location data can be received from a number of sources, e.g.
user input, Global Positioning System (GPS), the assigned IP
address, MAC addresses from Bluetooth, RFID and WiFi or
GSM/CDMA cell IDs.

Among other APIs we find Notification and Vibration,
making it possible to notify and wake up sleeping devices
and also give tactile feedback in the form of vibrations. The
File API gives the opportunity to represent file objects from
underlying file systems in web applications. We also find
support for new modalities such as Speech input. [22]
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C. CSS3

Cascading Style Sheets is the language used to describe
how web pages should be presented in a browser. The latest
version, CSS3 [22], provides new features. Most of them are
completely design-oriented, making it easier for developers to
design and assign colors, borders, backgrounds, text effects
and transitions to the different elements of a web page.

Modernizr [23] is a collection of JavaScript libraries, using
feature detection to ask a browser which features it supports.
This makes it easy to use the new CSS3 when designing for a
vide number of browsers and platforms. It also styles HTML5
features and adds fall-back possibilities, should a feature not
be supported. Modernizr, which is open source and used by
major actors like Google, Twitter and Microsoft, has become
the standard feature detector and style adapter for HMTL5
web design.

IV. WEB-BASED APPLICATION MOBILITY

The purpose of this paper is to explore to what extent
emerging the HTML5 standard along with related API:s
and frameworks can provide an environment for delivering
application mobility that strongly meets the requirements of
support for offline work and heterogeneous environments. We
call this approach web-based application mobility.

Architectural requirements are collected from related work
(see Section II) and summarized as follows:

1) Must handle application distribution and identification
2) Must be context-aware and maintain context quality
3) Must provide seamless migration, minimizing downtime
4) Must cope with diverse environments, i.e. migration

between different networks, heterogeneous interfaces,
resources, local preferences etc

5) Must have high degree of usability

A. Architectural Proposal

An overview of our proposed architecture for web-based
application mobility can be found in figure 1. The most
important architectural goals consist of replacing native mobile
applications with web-based equivalents, moving from spe-
cialized systems to methods relying on open an accessible
standards, enabling global scale deployment and migration
(contrary to systems limited to Local Area Networks). We also
have a vision of obtaining full heterogeneity, in our definition
be able to migrate applications between devices, both mobile
and stationary, of different brands running different operative
systems.

In our first version of the architecture we have opted for
a centralized solution. This approach makes the system more
sensitive to disturbances in Internet access, but we recognize
that drawback and will address it as far as current open
HTML5 related APIs allow us. The choice of design in further
motivated by the fact that – as per date – available APIs
cannot support full peer-to-peer functionality. This makes it
impossible to build a decentralized system for web-based
application mobility without extending the browser or adding
other specific software. The centralized web-based approach

on the other hand brings a standardized infrastructure that can
easily be deployed as a part of the existing Internet.

Thus, a migration server constitutes the central hub in
the architecture. It works as a back-end, keeping record of
users, applications and devices within a component registry.
Migratable applications are stored in an application repository.

A mobile application, or migratable application, is the
application being transferred from one device to another via
the migration server. Applications are coded in HTML and
JavaScript. CSS is used to define how to present the appli-
cation while feature detection (e.g. by using the Modernizr
libraries) is presupposed, making it possible to render different
designs and functionalities depending on device capabilities.
Standard migration functionality is provided through an appli-
cation called the migration manager, deployed on each host
node (in that differing from other migratable applications).

Connected to the migration server are the host nodes. A host
node is a user device that can receive migratable applications
from the migration server and execute them. Host nodes
are registered with the migration server, forming a set of
devices, which in turn is bound to a specific user. Users
identify themselves with unique user credentials. The host
node can be any device with a network interface and a web
browser. Laptops, smartphones and tablets are all examples of
candidate host nodes. An optional extension to the architecture
is what we call server nodes, in our definition host nodes
that have server capabilities. Preferably, most communication
between two host nodes should go directly between nodes,
not involving the migration server. E.g. a videoconference
application should make use of the Web Sockets API for
the bidirectional communication between the participants of
that videoconference. This is however only possible in the
event of server node addition. It should be underlined that the
architectural proposal presented in this paper does not require
server nodes, although we want to take to opportunity to open
up for such an extension.

B. Application Distribution and Identification

For identification of applications we conveniently use the
infrastructure of Internet. Most resources on the Internet can
be accessed via Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) and web
applications are no exception. A default version of every
application is always stored in the application repository of
the migration server. This avoids the risk of application loss,
which could arise as the result of a host node unexpectedly
shutting down while hosting the application. As an application
is migrated, it will still be stored in its default version but
made unavailable to other host devices. There should only be
one (1) copy of the application running by each user, and
the application repository version should only be treated as a
back-up alternative.

However, there is also need for identifying single copies of
an application. We use a naming scheme consisting of an ap-
plication ID combined with a user name. Thus webapp1@alice
and webapp1@bob, become unique copies of the migratable
web application available in the application repository. Naming
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Fig. 1. Architectural overview

of devices is carried out in the same way, e.g. device1@alice
and device2@alice. The possibility to identify each device
becomes important for instance if the device is assigned a
new IP number. In the case of a network loss, the migration
manager checks the local db for the last recorded IP number
and compares that with the current. If these two mismatch,
the migration manager on the host node updates the migration
server with the new IP number.

Our architecture allow for the use of existing web security
solutions. Data can be encrypted as an option. User credentials
can be maintained and emitted from the migration server
or added through the use of third-party cloud services (e.g.
Google ClientLogin).

The actual application is run with support from application
cache, making it possible to continue working with the appli-
cation (albeit with less functionality) in the case of network
connection loss. All states are stored in the local db of the
browser, minimizing both the need for server communication
and the risk of losing important data, should the connection
go down.

Communication between host nodes and the migration
server is carried out using standard protocols of the Internet
such as HTTP and TCP. When there is need for polling
or background communication between the server and the
client, Web Workers API can be used to run JavaScripts
without blocking the user interface and Web Sockets can allow
bidirectional communication if needed.

C. Context-awareness and Context Quality
Context data is stored both on host devices and in the

component registry of the migration server. As the outlined
architectural model for application mobility is centralized,
information about users, devices and applications are also
stored centrally. Context data concerning users e.g. contain
which devices they own, while device context data cover input
and out capabilities, processing power, network interfaces etc.
Application data contain information about current host and
also a profile describing the requirements of the application,
e.g. if it needs a host with certain output capabilities to
run properly. As XML is compliant with HTML5, it is
the preferred format for context data storage, although the
architecture does not limit to this format.

Local db is used to store application dependent data, de-
creasing Internet dependency when it comes to running the
actual application.

Some context data is stable over time, e.g. the size of a
screen or camera quality. However, there is also more volatile
context data, e.g. current battery level, which can be crucial for
making intelligent decisions about where and when to migrate
an application. This data must be communicated at the same
instant a migration process is being initiated.

To illustrate this, a host initiated migration of an application
is depicted in figure 2. It is carried out in the following steps:

1) Alice is running webapp1@alice on a semi-stationary
host node (a laptop) named device1@alice when a
change in work context make her want to go mobile.
Thus she initiates a migration process by contacting the
migration server.
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Fig. 2. Host initiated application migration

2) The migration server compares the application profile
with the host profiles stored in the component registry.
Using a reasoning algorithm – which can be simple or
advanced depending on system design (the architecture
is not limited to one single algorithm) – it chooses a
candidate node for new host, i.e. a node which has ca-
pabilities that best suit user and application preferences.
In this example the candidate node is a tablet computer
named device2@alice.

3) The migration server contacts the candidate node, which
in turn compares the application profile with its more
volatile context status (e.g. battery level). If the candi-
date host cannot meet the requirements it must decline
the migration request and the migration server must
then repeat step 2. Otherwise the migration request is
accepted.

4) The migration server contacts the current host node and
request its application states and all information related
to the app stored in the Local db. These are transferred

to the migration server.
5) The migration server migrates the application from its

Application repository along with the states and data
from the former host node to the new one.

6) The application adapts to the tablet computer according
to the description in the Cascading Style Sheets and
is resumed. Alice can continue working where she left
off on her laptop. Device2@alice is registered as the
new host of the application in the component registry
of the migration server, and the application cache of
device1@alice can be emptied.

Host initiated migration can be triggered by the user or the
system. An example of the latter initiation is if the system
notices a dramatic change in context, then Notification API is
used for urgent signaling. E.g. if battery is running low on a
host device and it needs to initiate a migration process. The
migration can also be receiver initiated. The migration process
is then carried out in almost the same manner as depicted in
figure 2 but with a few important differences: first, obviously
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TABLE I
MEETING THE REQUIREMENTS

Requirement Architectural Features
Application Distribution and Identification URI, Web Security Solutions, Local db, Application Cache, Web Workers, Web Sockets
Context-awareness and Context Quality Local db, Notification, Location based services, XML Compliance
Seamlessness Browser functionality, Web Workers
Heterogeneity CSS3, Feature Detection
Usability HTML Familiarity, Browser Interface, Feature Detection, Multimedia Support

it is host node 2 that initiates the migration process; second,
host node 1 or its user must explicitly allow the migration of
the application. Finally, host node 2 already has knowledge
of its volatile context status and can attach this to the initial
request, thus eliminating the step where the migration server
has to ask for it. Also there is no need for choosing a candidate
node as the initiating host node already volunteered for that
role.

Context has traditionally been very heavily associated with
location, and indeed is location based services a very common
feature of modern web apps. This context data can e.g. be used
for localizing available host devices adding a geographical
dimension, for instance consider migrating a video player
application to a computer with a big screen if the system can
sense geographical presence to this resource.

D. Seamlessness

Migrating an application from one device to another should
be done with minimum delay while still maintaining func-
tionality, states and related data (be it the contents of a
text document or an ongoing audio/video session). As we
use standard web technology for rendering web applications,
presenting the user a first view should not take longer than
accessing and downloading a normal web page. Running
JavaScripts will inevitably take longer time than it native
counterparts, but our hypotheses is that this will be countered
by a shorter migration phase compared to native application
mobility.

Addition of history based decision-making could further
decrease the total migration time, as this could shorten step 2
in the migration process (as depicted in figure 2). Finally, Web
Workers could be assigned to prepare migration, working in
the background gathering context data and making preparatory
decisions which can be used in the case of a migration
initiation.

E. Heterogeneity

Heterogeneity has always been a big challenge for designers
of application mobility. Being able to deploy an application
on a new device regardless of platform or capabilities has
been regarded as impossible, although many ideas have been
adopted to address this matter, at least to minimize the
heterogeneity constraints. The web environment, including the
emerging CSS3 standard, turns the tables on this matter. A
web application can, in theory, be deployed on such hetero-
geneous devices as stationary computers, smartphones and
tablets, interpreted by browsers run on diverse platforms such

as Android, iPhone OS or Windows without changing the
code. The heterogeneity challenges are – if not overcome –
addressed on a broad scale by the new web technologies.

Feature detection makes it possible to ask the browser which
functionality it supports and use this in the decision process
of where to migrate an application and/or how to adapt the
application to the new host.

Altogether, this allows us to capitalize on the biggest
advantage of application mobility, that is always running an
application on the best available device according to the
current context.

F. Usability
Usability is of importance for all application development.

Systems and applications need to be robust, easy to use and
intuitive. By creating an architecture for application mobility
using common web technology, much is won in terms of
environmental familiarity. The browser acts as the common
interface for all migratable applications, providing the user
with an intuitive GUI. This however does not guarantee a
good design of the actual application and its UI, but the simple
recipe of HTML5, CSS3 and related APIs give developers a
good foundation to create applications when it comes to defin-
ing structures, presenting them and providing functionality.
Open source templates in combination with feature detection
give designers easy means of adapting their applications to
different platforms, making the GUIs familiar and intuitive to
use for the users, expecting different functionality and design
e.g. on their iPhone compared to if running the web app in a
laptop with a Windows platform.

As multimedia services are considered among the most
important today, HTML5 video and audio support will add
functionality to web applications that make them useful. In
the end, user acceptance will depend on use motivation.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our main goal with this paper was to address the challenges
associated with application mobility through mapping these
against features within modern web technologies, analyzing
their ability to meet the specific requirements of application
mobility. An architectural proposal was described where we
deployed application mobility using web technologies. We
showed that the emerging HTML5 standard along with related
API:s and frameworks can provide an environment for deliver-
ing application mobility that strongly meets the requirements
of support for offline work and heterogeneous environments.
A summary of how the challenges were met can be found in
table I.
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When it comes to future work, we intend to develop
and demonstrate a full scale proof-of-concept, based on the
architecture presented in this paper. A user study will be con-
ducted along with quantitative measurements of – in particular
– migration times. Our intention is also to compare these
upcoming results with other solutions for application mobility
where measurements have been conducted.

Finally, replacing the centralized solution in this paper with
a peer-to-peer infrastructure could improve mobility aspects.
Thus, this is a prioritized future work. As open web-based
peer-to-peer APIs emerge, this could well be possible in a
near future.
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